Old Jaffa
Jaffa is simply place not to be missed. Very picturesque city, believed to be one of the oldest in the world. Day or night, always charming!
GPS: N32.05285, E34.75355

Jabotinsky Museum
Israelis make every museum very interactive which make you feel as a part of the process. So see the two movies and learn more!
38 King George St., Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.07300, E34.77472
Phone: +972 3 528 7320

Carmel Market / Shuk Ha'Carmel
The biggest marketplace in Tel Aviv. Place of fresh produce and bargains. Worth visiting, even though you'll probably get ripped off since you're a tourist.
HaCarmel 11, Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.06811, E34.76821

Jaffa Clock Tower / Migdal haShaon Yafo
One of the seven clock towers left from Ottoman period. Usually a starting point of tours around Jaffa. Nice place to hang around!
GPS: N32.05506, E34.75597

The Electric Garden / Gan HaHashmal
Miniature quarter that was revived, has become heart of alternative fashion industry and is filled with designer boutiques. Creative neighborhood!
Lavontin 18, Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.06203, E34.77594

Ilana Goor Residence and Museum
Gloriously rich collection of serious as well as humorous, naive, secular, refined art. Truly unique private collection!
4 Mazal Dagim St., Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.05340, E34.75134
Phone: +972 (03) 683 7676

Ja’ama’a-el-Bahr Sea Mosque / Masjid al-Bahr
The oldest mosque in Jaffa. Picturesque place where you can take fabulous pics. If you want to enter, take off your shoes.
Retsif HaAliya HaShniya, Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.05549, E34.75270
Phone: +972 3 527 2691

Neve Tzedek
First Jewish neighborhood outside Jaffa. It is historic, scenic and kinda became “in” again. Little boutiques, picturesque alleys, narrow streets.
GPS: N32.06118, E34.76562

Saint Peter Church / Knessiaht Petrous Hakadosh
Franciscan church in the beautiful setting of Old Jaffa. Right of the sacristy, there are remnants of 13th century citadel.
1 Mifratz Shlomo St., Kedumin Square, Jaffa, Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.05464, E34.75218
Phone: +972 03 682 2871
**Bible Museum**
Third floor of Dizengoff house contains interesting artifacts with biblical theme: games, stamps, coins and many more.
Dizengoff House, 16 Rothschild Blvd., Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.06274, E34.77094
Phone: +972 3 517 7760

**Jaffa Flea Market / Shuk Ha Pishpishim**
Copper, brass, jewelry, old Persian tiles, Judaica items and many more are to be found here. Open Sunday to Friday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Bargaining is a must!
GPS: N32.05361, E34.75684

**Migdal Shalom Tower / Migdal Shalom Meir**
Israel's first skyscraper. Now houses offices, but also mosaic depicting the founding of the city from sand dunes and old city models.
Hertsel, Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.06419, E34.76972

**Ramses II's Gate Garden**
Reconstructed gateway to the building from the times when Ramses II ruled. Don't miss this archaeological treasure!
GPS: N32.05378, E34.75268

**The Great Synagogue**
Built in 1926 and restored in the 70's. It has huge dome and stained glass windows that replicate those in Europe destroyed during holocaust.
Allenby 110, Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.06450, E34.77258
Phone: +972 3 560 4905

**Andromeda's Rock**
View on a rock, to which, according to Greek mythology, Andromeda was chained. Use your imagination!
GPS: N32.05718, E34.75113

**Nachlat Binyamin Pedestrian Mall**
Long, pedestrian only street, full of artists, run down buildings, cafes. Every Tuesday and Friday (10 a.m. – 5 p.m.) there's a festival of arts and crafts!
Nahalat Binyamin 1-11, Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.06898, E34.77008

**Nachum Gutman Museum**
Reconstructed writer's house with a collection donated by his son. Lovely small museum where you can explore how Tel Aviv looked like before Israel was established.
Shim'on Rokah 21, Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.06085, E34.76659
Phone: +972 03 510 8554

**Nalagaat Center / Nalaga at Center**
Remarkable theatrical experience – this place is run by speech and hearing impaired and blind folks. You'll leave speechless too.
Retsif Haaliya Hashniya, Jaffa Port, Box 6, Tel Aviv 68031, Israel
GPS: N32.05167, E34.74958
Phone: +972 (0)3 633 0808
Old Tel Aviv Port Area
Thriving and energetic promenade. Not anymore used port now turned into fashionable nightlife spot full of cafés, restaurants and bars.
Kaf Gimel Yordei HaSira, Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.09652, E34.77330

Rokach House Museum
One of the first 10 houses built in Neve Tzedek. Now Majaro-Mintz's works are on display.
36 Shimon Rokach St., Neve Tzedek, Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.06083, E34.76696
Phone: +972 3 510 0655

Superland
This is not Six Flags, but when kids drive you crazy, you can easily satisfy them here. State-of-the-art roller coasters, slides, waterfalls. Exciting place!
5 Maryland Ave., Rishon LeZiyyon, Israel
GPS: N31.97879, E34.74346
Phone: +972 03 961 9065

Tel Aviv Museum of Art
Excellent collection of modern art including postmodern new wing. So much to see, therefore reserve few hours for the tour around.
27 Shaul Hamelech Blvd., Tel Aviv 64329, Israel
GPS: N32.07653, E34.78743
Phone: +972 (0)3 607 7020

The Station Complex / HaTachana
Old train station transformed into unique center with shops, restaurants, cafés and organic farmers market on Friday mornings.
GPS: N32.05922, E34.76195

Banana Beach
Rather relaxed beach for more calm people, accompanied by funky restaurant. Don't expect gastronomic miracle, rather beach experience.
Herbert Samuel St., Tel Aviv Hike, Tel Aviv, Israel
GPS: N32.07005, E34.76376
Phone: +972 35107958

Cielo Spa
Next level of body care. We recommend new feature – fish pedicure or Dead Sea treatment room.
115 Hayarkon St., Tel Aviv 63573, Israel
GPS: N32.08148, E34.76831
Phone: +972 3 521 1111

Givatayim Observatory and Garden
On the top of the high hill that is actually Second Aliyah Garden is an observatory with observation roof.
HaMeri 64-68, Giv'atayim, Israel
GPS: N32.06984, E34.81517
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